
SCENIC PROJECTIONS



MADE FOR THE STAGE
All the gear you need to bring 

projections to life onstage.

broadway.media/projectors



SCENIC PROJECTIONS
What to expect

We’re the official provider of digital scenery for Music Theatre International.
Making the switch to digital scenery in your next production is worry-free, and 
guaranteed to save you money when compared to a built set or a cloth 
backdrop rental.

We’re the only company
whose packages include 
all the scenes and settings 
from the official script, guaranteed.

With free playback software, 
instant rehearsal materials
and rigorously-tested 
performance scenery, you’re 
ready to go.

Our packages are proven 
to cost less than the 
average cost of raw materials 
for a built set, so you can invest 
your budget where it matters. 

It’s the perfect marriage of form and 
function: beautiful imagery 
combined with an intuitive software 
that’s designed to “just work.”

Got no fly space? No worries. 
From classrooms to cafeterias:
our projections help you make 
amazing theatre, anywhere.

Imagine a rental and installation 
process that isn’t a headache. That’s 
right: Clear products, clear pricing, 
clear instructions.

STICKS TO THE SCRIPT SAVES YOU TIME SAVES YOU MONEY

HASSLE-FREE AVWORKS ANYWHERESIMPLE. BEAUTIFUL.



LEGALLY BLONDE THE MUSICAL
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A fabulously fun award-winning musical based on the adored movie, Legally Blonde The Musical follows the 
transformation of Elle Woods as she tackles stereotypes and scandal in pursuit of her dreams. Scenic 
Projections are a vital tool to make the cinematic scene changes easy and dynamic, removing the need for 
blackouts and hefty set moves.

1. Sorority House Exterior                      10. Hair Affair
2. Mall                                                         11. Party
3. Restaurant Courtyard                        12. Elle’s Dorm
4. Sorority House Interior                      13. Trailer Park                                   
5. Library                                                    14. Gym
6. Harvard Exterior                                  15. Jail
7. Harvard Admissions                           16. Department Store                      
8. Harvard Yard                                        17. Courthouse
9. Classroom                                             18. Harvard Graduation

ABOUT THE SHOW

SETTINGS (repeat settings and variations not listed)

PREVIEW THE PROJECTIONS
https://broadwaymedia.com/category/legally-blonde-the-musical



GALLERY
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GALLERY
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Harvard Admissions

Harvard Yard

Classroom

Hair Affair

Party
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GALLERY
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Make your stage come alive.
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Animated digital scenery is changing the way we make theatre. Designed to reduce blackouts, save stage space, and money – 
there’s never been a better time to take advantage of the amazing technical developments in projection.

Broadway Media’s Scenic Projections stand above the competition in quality and ease of use. Our digital theatrical backdrop 
packages for popular plays and musicals are true to the script and pre-cued in our intuitive projection software so you can simply 
plug in and perform.

Directors and educators are choosing Broadway Media’s Scenic Projections for their theatrical digital scenery to spend less time 
and money on building sets (or hanging those dusty old backdrops), and more time on what matters: creating amazing theatre.

Making the switch from costly traditional scenery in your next production is worry-free and guaranteed to save you money.

What you get with Scenic Projections

PRE-PRODUCTION MATERIALS

Download and begin working with 
watermarked materials, available in 
advance of your performance dates, 
to provide ample time for 
coordination and rehearsal.

Special effects like changes in 
light, weather, ambiance, and 
amazing scene changes make for 
an engaging and interactive 
production that requires no 
blackouts!

StagePlayer is an intuitive, 
cross-platform, Mac and PC app 
that includes easy edit and 
customisation tools, play/pause, live 
edit capabilities, and immediate 
blackout.

Take advantage of script-accurate 
cue sheets, projector and screen 
rentals, and training videos to get 
you set up and running quickly 
for a reliable production.

CINEMATIC MOVEMENT INTUITIVE SOFTWARE TOOLS FOR SUCCESS



Make your stage
come alive.
Official full-show digital scenery packages 
from the world’s leader in theatrical projection.


